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Pre-people, predisposed to clinical conditions,
Where can mHealth technologies be used?
represent a promising market opportunity
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Discussion: Creating business models that stick in
digital health and wellness
Pre-people are a promising market opportunity
Products for pre-people can have:
More added value for the user compared to mass consumer markets
Lower regulatory hurdles compared to clinical markets
But, pre-people don't want to be reminded that they are at risk for disease

What is needed for a business models to solve
a need the market tries to ignore?
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Discussion structure
First 15 min: explore the issue
What are the drivers behind growth potential for pre-people?
Who is a position to deliver?

Next 15 min: identify approaches to a solution
What kind of strategies could you deploy to pursue this market?
What partnerships of collaborators can help?

Finally: Identify key open questions, and next steps/partners to answer them
How can the best of the discussed approaches be integrated?
What are the uncertainties, and how can they be understood quickly?
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Key takeaways: Creating business models that stick
in digital health and wellness
Nutrition and treatment is moving increasingly from age categorization to personalization,
driven by an increasing awareness of healthy living and higher prevalence constant health
monitoring
A known and trusted brand serves as a strong basis, to add value from health beneﬁts or
functionalities
Immediate and direct feedback will solidify value delivered of your product. reward good
behavior. Or, penalize non-compliance.
Creating a viable business model requires integration between several diﬀerent players.
Relevant players could be e.g. home care providers, security companies, utilities, consumer brands,
etc.
Evaluate if your target population has the mindset to spend money on their health. Age,
generation, cultural background, or insurance coverage also impact willingness to pay for digital
health and wellness
Rather than risk reducing, position a product to have multiple positive beneﬁts (health and
wellness being among them)
Target the value proposition on the device actual user. Be keep in mind more players are
incentivized by keeping the user healthy (e.g. loved ones, insurer, health care professional,
employer, etc.)
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